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Everybody lies, but it doesn’t
matter because nobody listens.
Nick Diamos

Walmarts
Secedes
By Kurt Benson ~ Daily Bull

Earlier this week, Walmart announced its secession from
the United States. All Walmart
sites from now on could
very well be treated like Indian reservations or Canada by
the U.S. government. What
does this mean for you, the
consumer?
Though Walmart will not
comment on the secession,
rumors are they hope to
entirely remodel several sections of the store including
adding a casino to the sports
section. The drug department is said to be adding
an illicit section, along with
a smoking section, and there
seems to be high hopes to
add prostitution either to
the electronics department
or the aisle with condoms,
depending on where it’d be
most marketable.
Although the U.S. Military planned to invade all
Walmart franchises to stop
...see Smiles and Aisles on back
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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like walmart greeters!

5 of the Most Dangerous Activities Known
to Man
by Steve Whittaker ~ Daily Bull
After living for 23 years I have learned
what I can safely say are the 5 most dangerous activities one can engage in. I suggest that you try and avoid these activities
if possible they can all cause death…
eventually.

the right medical help.

4. Walking
Now some of you say walking is harmless,
but I say nay! Walking is incredibly dangerous. You
could slip and
5. Clipping
sprain an anYour Toe Nails
kle, bump into
Clipping your
another pertoe nails is
son or even
terribly dantrip and fall in
gerous. First
the mud. The
off, they reembar rassquire you to
ment of the
remove not
mud alone
only your
is enough to
shoes, but
hospitalize
also your
some. On
socks. If
another note
y o u ’ r e l i ke
someone
I don’t know if I should feel in awe, or disgusted?
some people
who happens
I know then this can cause a release of to get hit by a car does have a significant
odors that are incredibly threatening to chance of receiving bodily harm or beone’s well being. Then there is the act ing killed.
of clipping it self. Just imagine all the
dangerous things that could happen 3. Sleeping
if you miss clipped. You could have a Sleeping can be awful for your health.
toe nail fly up and take your eye out, or Being well rested might actually cause
worse you could actually cut yourself. On you to make rational decisions and we
another note, this is actually a problem if know how boring those can be. Making
you happen to have Hemophilia in which all these boring decisions will lead you to
case you could bleed to death without
...see DON’T DO IT on back

Perfect for that pain in your bicuspid.

Dudes always take a long time to read my shirt.
What does that mean? Are they interested in
my intellect? - Random Female Engineer

Dear Random,
This generally depends on the shirt message,
of course. Any shirt with physics or engineering
equations is bound to catch the average dude’s
attention here; they have a compulsion to determine if a given equation is actually valid. It may
take them some time to catch the nuances of the
variables, and more if the shirt involves any derivatives. Any shirt that simply
has a funny or simple message on it likely means that they are staring at your
breasts. Interestingly enough, many males do seem rather interested in these
parts of a woman’s anatomy! Finally, if your shirt is plain or has no words at
all, it’s likely that they’re staring at that pizza stain you got on it from eating
lunch. Tide to Go. It’s your best friend.
Do my parents see my grades? - Senior Undergraduate
Dear Senior,
Remember that little Banweb site your parents had you fill out at the beginning
of your time here at glorious MTU? Probably not? Well, that gave them full
access to your grades, you see. And they are shaking their heads in disappointment and shame. And they are going to let all of your high school, middle
school, and elementary teachers know of your poor, poor performance.
They’ll also be informing the local newspaper, because you deserve the
shame from those heavy nights of drinking and lack of homework-doing.
The only thing you can do now is suck it up, tell them you have no regrets
of what you did, and invent something so fabulously awesome that you can
live off of the patents for the rest of your life. Better get to work!

... DON’T DO IT from front

becoming a boring person and in term
hurt the quality of your social life. And
with a poor social life your health will
suffer dramatically. On another note:
getting too much or too little sleep can
actually subtract years from your life.
2. Getting Married
The stresses associated with
being married can really weigh
one down. This will cause
your level happiness, and thus
your health, to suffer. It might
also cause you to become a
boring married person, and
we know what being boring
does to you - it’s just bad. On
another note, think of all the
people who get married and
then commit suicide if their
spouse decides to divorce
them. It’s not a happy scene.
1. Breathing Air
100% of people that breathe
air die. Look this up! I am not
lying. All the bartenders that
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... Smiles and Aisles from front

have gotten lung cancer while work- the secession, they quickly discoving will agree that breathing is bad. ered a mass of rebel Walmart forces
in every parking lot they tried to move
Enough said.
into. Walmart, with its new “Great ValOn that note if you can avoid these ue” weapons line plans to hit a world
things you should be pretty well set market late winter.
to live a long healthy life.
The President released a statement
late Sunday evening expressing hope

to ally with Meijer, using their brand
name militia to turn the tides and
put a halt to this radical secession of
Walmart from the Federation. If the secession is a success it may very well
mean needing a passport to shop at
your local Walmart, which with current customs fees would just kill your
savings.

HOLY MUSIC, BATMAN!
oRphEUM

theater

THURSDAY SEPT. 29, 6:00 PM

Open Mic Night
with Wade Wainio!

Come on out to see the local talent! Three
performers are already signed up and we have
room for a few more! No cover, donations
accepted!

SATURDAY OCT. 1, 7:30 PM

1974, Two Holes of
Man, Game Ender
and Totally Deece

Punk, Hardcore, and a little Metal for the
highly sophisticated gentlemen amongst
us...the mosh pit begins about 8pm...$5
MENU & DAILY DEALS POSTED AT:

Official uniform of Wal-mart military members. Rather terrifying, and cheery at the same time...

How to Get on Google Streetview
Like most internet users, I’ve spent years hoping I’d get lucky enough to spot
the Google Streetview car. This summer my opportunity finally arose. Google
had been blanketing the Albany area and a few of my friends had spotted the
car poking around. Unfortunately, none had gotten good pictures of the elusive
spycar, even when it finally drove past my house. Rats!
Luck was on my side however, and while driving around a scummy industrial
area of town I finally spotted him. We exchanged digital pictures of each other
and I went on my way. I could finally die happy!

Call Us At 482-5100

WWW.THESTUDIOPIZZA.COM

by Nathan “Invincible” Miller

me in it. Curses! Even
my photography friend
who managed to spot it
three times didn’t make
it. All the images of him
completely scrubbed him
out of the picture, leaving
ordinary passersby intact.
It looks like the only way
to get in Google Streetview these days is to act
casual and disguise your
camera.

Now all I had to do was wait for Google to upgrade their maps so I could
see myself. This took a surprisingly long time. I figured that they must update
areas in big blocks all at one time, and as Streetview sightings popped up in
the surrounding areas my theories were confirmed. I also found that they go
back and recover areas that they had already driven on, because very late in Note: the Houghton area
the game I spotted the car one last time a block from my house.
has already been covered
in high quality, so don’t
Finally, the day came when the new images went live. I was hardly in them! expect it back anytime
I chased their car for blocks around town, but very few images actually had soon.

Keep an eye out for this car coming to your neighborhood!

